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Top Stories 

 Monksleigh Operational EfW Dashboard report 

After a considerable amount of work, Monksleigh is really proud to announce the 

launch of its Operational Residual Waste EfW Dashboard report.  This unique report 
gives you an overview of the market trends for this sector and a summary of the key 

metrics for the industry but also, and above all,  the essential data regarding each 

individual Energy from Waste plant. 

We have analysed more than 20,000 data points, condensed 258 annual reports 

from 2017 to 2021 and combined data from WasteDataFlow to create an essential 

information spread for each plant: 2 pages per sites, clearly  laid out into 

dashboards and maps for ease and convenience of interpretation. 
 

You can have a look on our website. Take a sneak peek  
 

 EA Data Release 

The EA released the 2021 Waste Data Interrogator (for permitted sites in England 
and Wales) at the beginning of October and our colleague Tom immediately put 

together some dashboard analysis which he shared via LinkedIn. 

You can find out  what has changed since last year, what is the overall increase in 

tonnage of waste, where that waste is going and what are the trends for 2022 by 

visiting the Resources tab on the Monksleigh Website and look for the "EA Waste 

Data Interrogator Analysis"  
 

 

NHS Data Correction 

As part of our work for Fornax Environmental Solutions, supporting the waste need 

argument for the planning appeal to  the new High Temperature Incinerator, we 
interrogated the NHS ERIC data to look at trends on incineration and treatment.  

During our investigations, we identified a potential issue with four organisations in 

the NHS trusts’ data. Following clarification with the NHS Digital team, the data was 

re-published. The headline? A lot less waste was incinerated than first thought, to 

the tune of nearly 45,000 tonnes, due to the trusts using kg in their returns rather 

than tonnes. 

1. Monksleigh’s Operational EfW Dashboard Report  

2. EA Data Release analysis 

3. NHS data correction 

4. Monksleigh supports TWM with new website 
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For the background graph comparisons visit the High Temperature and Clinical 

Waste Incineration page on Wikiwaste where we have posted more detail. 

 

 

Total Waste Management Website 

We are delighted to have supported TWM as part of the evolution of their new 

website, brand, and policies over the last few months. Check out their new website 

and their aspirations to reduce their own, and their customers' carbon footprint as 

they go on their journey to increase the recovery and recycling of ferrous and non-
ferrous metals whilst simultaneously reducing their scope 1,2 and 3 emissions [visit 

their website at www.twm.co.uk].  
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